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In the previous newsletter editorial, I identified five key priorities for government and industry to focus on in the face of Brexit
amongst other factors: availability/stability of workforce, international trade, regulatory stability, availability of funding and
innovation & technology. These priorities for the sector remain and in this edition we explore some new/different angles on
these.

Waste
Waste within (or as a by-product of) the food and drink sector
has been gaining increasing public profile. In light of this we have
used ‘waste’ as a key theme in this newsletter, exploring issues
around:
• P
 lastics and food waste - how the sector is reacting to the
problem and how innovation, supported by government, is key
to reducing waste.
• Anaerobic digestion - still a viable investment proposition?
• C
 oastal Recycling Limited - how one PKF Francis Clark client
sees ‘waste’ as a valuable resource.

International trade

Tax planning and compliance
VAT is the first tax to come into the reporting scope of HMRC’s
Making Tax Digital programme and all VAT registered businesses
in the sector and beyond will need to be ready for this well in
advance of the April 2019 deadline. We explore the changes,
what that may mean in practical terms for businesses of all sizes,
and how our cloud accounting and VAT teams can help.
In respect of corporation tax, my colleague, Heather Britton,
examines more innovative use of capital allowances as a
means to meeting business and environmental objectives whilst
managing tax levels.

Business g rowt h

August 2018 will see a change in the HMRC system used to track
the international movement of goods. Mark Bishop of our indirect
tax team explores and explains this change and the detail of the
implementation timetable.

There are a huge number of SME food and drink businesses
based in our region; whether yours is a small or large business,
is growth always the appropriate objective, and if it is then how
will it be achieved? In our final article we explore three key factors
that can lead to ‘bigger is better’.

Employer compliance

Business case study

A number of the high profile businesses ‘named and shamed’ by
HMRC of National Minimum Wage (NMW) non-compliance have
been in the restaurant/hospitality sector, but the principles apply
more broadly. In this newsletter we explore how the regulations
are about a lot more than an employee’s base pay, and show just
how easy it can be to fall foul of them.
NMW is just one of many changes to payroll and auto enrolment
legislation. Such changes have made employer compliance
processes evermore time consuming and open to breaches in
regulation. We explore current issues in respect of pensions’
reporting and how we can help.

We present a fantastic example of sustainable business growth in
a dynamic sub-sector, craft brewer, The Moor Beer Company.

Nick Farrant

Partner, Head of Food & Drink
nick.farrant@pkf-francisclark.co.uk
01823 275925

Coming …ready or not !

Customs Declaration Service to replace existing HMRC system
The food and drink sector should be aware of, and prepared for, a substantial update to HMRC’s
international trade reporting system. The change could bring significant administrative benefits and
may prove to be relevant to any business involved in trade with a supplier or recipient outside of the
UK. This article explains the impacts for your business, distributors and agents.
The movement of goods destined for
non-EU countries (exports) and those
arriving from non-EU countries (imports)
must be reported to HMRC to ensure the
correct customs duty and taxes are paid.
Currently, transactions with other EU
member states are regarded as ‘arrivals’
and ‘dispatches’ for VAT and customs
purposes, and in the spirit of the freemovement of goods, are not subject to
further taxes or duties at the point of
entry/exit.
To date, HMRC has operated a
system called the Customs Handling
of Import and Export Freight, (CHIEF).
Unfortunately, CHIEF has been creaking
under the weight of trying to handle the
current number of customs declarations
and changes in reporting requirements,
so despite attempts by HMRC to bring it
up to date, at nearly 25 years old, it has
reached the end of its useful life.
Much of the structural work necessary
to replace CHIEF was already under
development. The Chequers (non-)
agreement/recent white paper to exit
from much of the current EU Customs
Union is likely to require a significant
increase in the number of import and
export declarations if and when the
free-trade status is removed.
In August 2018, CHIEF will start to be
replaced by the Customs Declaration
Service (CDS). The two systems will
run alongside each other until CHIEF is
switched-off early next year.
Businesses that import or export goods
(whether that be ingredients or finished
products) or their agents, currently rely on
the CHIEF system to:
•	Process electronic customs
declarations for goods entering and
leaving the UK or EU via ports or
airports.
•	Calculate the correct duty and taxes
due on the goods and make payment.
Of course many food items are zero
rated for VAT purposes and it is
therefore important to ensure they are
classified correctly.
•	Submit customs information to HMRC
electronically.

CDS, accessible via a Government
Gateway account, will allow these
same actions but with some added
functionality, allowing users to:
•	View previous entries, this will allow
businesses access to information
previously only available as a paid
subscription to HMRC’s management
support system. CDS will allow a
business to perform tests on their
customs data to ensure that their
internal documentation matches that
held by HMRC and is fully correct and
compliant.
•	Gain access to online help and selfservice tools; explanations of dutysaving procedures and authorisations
will be available, which can then be
applied through the CDS system,
saving time and administrative burden.
•	Check duty-deferment statements;
accounts can be live-monitored
to ensure deferment limits are not
breached.
The introduction of CDS will involve
changes, including to the format and
numbers of Customs Procedure Codes
(CPCs), Document Codes and business
rules.
CDS will be phased in between August
2018 and early 2019, but must be fully
functional by the time the UK formally
departs the EU at 11pm GMT on
29 March 2019.
HMRC has conceded that CDS
will not be fully operational until
January 2019 at the earliest.
What Brexit will ‘look like’
will not be finally decided
until the autumn of 2018,
and whilst HMRC has
sought to allay fears as to
system ‘readiness’ when
brought before the Public
Accounts Committee, there
is widespread concern that
time is short and the pressure
to get it right first time is high.

If you are currently involved in imports
and exports or make acquisitions or
dispatches, you may want to plan how
and when to move from CHIEF to CDS
and make sure you are aware of the
plans your distributors, agents and
software providers have in place.

I

f you have any questions or need
further advice please contact
Mark Bishop; mark.bishop@
pkf-francisclark.co.uk or
any of our duty & customs
experts.

are y ou sure t hat y ou are compliant ?
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All employers should have recently
dealt with their year-end employer
compliance obligations. Along
with equal pay reporting and the
impact of national minimum wage
(NMW) legislation starting to hit
the courts, this has been a year
of change for employers. We are
seeing increasing emphasis from
HMRC and the Government in this
area, with cases being brought on
whether people really are selfemployed and NMW enforcement.
A recent list published by HMRC shows
how easy it is for employers to make
mistakes in ensuring the NMW is paid,
with 240 employers being fined for
underpaying their employees, 53 of which
are in the food and drink sector. These
range from large national chains to small
individual businesses in food processing,
manufacturing, retail and hospitality.
What the list doesn’t tell us is how
these underpayments arose. Although
some employers may have simply paid
incorrect rates to their employees, a lot
of the underpayments arise due to the
complexity of employment legislation.
Employers can inadvertently underpay
employees by simply making deductions
through the payroll or requiring employees
to provide specific clothing or equipment
to allow them to work. Recent high profile
cases in the food and drink sector have
included Wagamama and TGI Fridays.
Wagamama has a requirement that staff
wear black jeans or skirts to work to
match their company-supplied t-shirts - in
the case of TGI Fridays it was black shoes.
They were both found to be paying their
staff less than the NMW because staff

had to supply a stipulated part of their
own uniform, thus reducing their pay.
As a result both failed to meet the NMW
requirements, despite the dress codes
being very broad. The obvious solution
to this is not straightforward either - if
the companies had provided black jeans
or shoes then, as these items could be
worn outside of the workplace, they would
be subject to tax, under benefits in kind
regulations.
Provision, or otherwise, of uniform is by no
means the only way in which companies
have fallen foul of the legislation, another
example is an employer not paying the
employee for their journey time when
being asked to cover other outlets. Both of
these examples serve to illustrate how the
regulations are about a lot more than just
how much is paid, and how easy it can be
to fall foul of them.
However, ignorance is no defence. Having
adequate policies in place and making
sure they are followed is essential. With
more HMRC resources being targeted
on tackling this issue, employers really
can’t afford to get it wrong - failure to
apply the NMW is a strict liability offence:
if caught getting it wrong by over £100,
the employer is automatically in line for a
penalty of 200% of any underpayment,
and the company will appear on the
published ‘name and shame’ list, which is
potentially much more damaging.
Self-correction by businesses ahead of
any action by HMRC is by far the best way
to manage any potential NMW enquiry, as
this would avoid any penalties or adverse
publicity. If you are paying any employees
at or around the NMW, it is worth a
conversation with your usual PKF Francis
Clark contact for help, advice and to
arrange a ‘health check’ review.

...time for a ‘ healt h check’?
The constant changes in
payroll and auto enrolment
legislation affects all
employers, regardless of
the size of the business.
The once simple payroll
process completed on a
weekly/monthly basis has
now turned into a task that
can take hours with various
reporting requirements
to HMRC and pension
providers.

In April 2018, we saw the first
increase in minimum pension
contributions under the auto
enrolment legislation from 1% up to
3%. The deductions from pay are
starting to have a real impact on
those contributing, especially low
earners. Strangely (in this highly
regulated area) there was no legal
requirement to inform employees
that the pension increase would be
happening, leading to employees
seeing an unexpected (and
unwelcome) shortfall in take home
pay. With another increase planned
for April 2019, a lot of employees
are already starting to think about
leaving the workplace pension.
We would encourage employers
to communicate effectively to their
employees, even where there is
no legal requirement, to avoid this
scenario. Also, please remember,
anything that indicates to the
Pensions Regulator that you, as
employers, may be ‘encouraging’
employees to opt-out of the
scheme is considered a breach of
obligation and will be subject to
penalties.

Also

There are also a large number
of employers reaching their reenrolment deadline in the next 12
months, just when you thought you
had the auto enrolment process
executed! This is a perfect time
for employers to carry out a health
check of their payroll and auto
enrolment processing, something
that we have done for a number
offood and drink sector clients.

The Pension Regulator appreciate
that the auto enrolment processing
is arduous, however, if the employer
is seen to be taking steps to follow
the legislation and correct errors
that arise, they are much less likely
to charge penalties.

As auto enrolment has developed,
so has the knowledge and we
regularly find a number of errors
within the processing system when
carrying out a health check - which
ultimately means that the employer
has unknowingly fallen foul of the
regulations.

don’t forget to complete the triennial re-declaration of compliance, failure to do so could result in a £400 penalty.

Please contact our payroll manager, Eve Iunco; eve.iunco@pkf-francisclark.co.uk if you would like to discuss how we can help with
a health check or if you would like to explore options to outsource your payroll and auto enrolment services.

Payroll and auto enrolment processes

Focus on waste
Waste has been a hot topic in the world of food
and drink for a while now and momentum has
certainly been building towards real and genuine
change. There is no doubt that change needs
to happen - from the horrifying statistics that
£13.3bn worth of food that could have been eaten,
gets binned every year in the UK, according to the
Waste and Resources Action Programme (WRAP);
to the scenes from BBC’s Blue Planet of plastic
clogging our oceans and contaminating the life
within them.

Anaerobic di g estion:
a wasted opportunity?
The UK Government is currently consulting on further aspects of
decarbonising energy production, and with a key role for biomethane, the
imperative to continue to see anaerobic digestion (AD) development is clear.
In this context we see more far-sighted food and drink sector companies
continuing development activity. We expect such schemes to be well-placed
to capitalise on a renewed policy push to turn food, and food produce by-product
waste (as opposed to energy crops) into productive energy as, in the long term,
biomethane looks like it could become a much more significant factor.
Deploying capital into AD has proven
challenging as each plant has a unique set
of contractual and other arrangements,
and needs to be managed carefully and
continuously to achieve optimal results; the
light touch management of energy plants
through a series of outsourced contracts
works less well in the management of the
continuous, organic, biological process of
an AD plant that needs regular feeding than
it does for, say, the management of some
wind turbines; you need more people and
materials to manage an AD plant and the
management is therefore more akin to a
traditional farming or other food and drink
sector businesses.
That challenge is now exacerbated through
tariff reductions, regulatory and policy
interventions to limit the scale and use of
‘energy crops’ and the owners of such
plants being made ineligible for certain
tax reliefs which were previously available.

While some portfolios were developed
capitalising on the previous EIS and other
tax reliefs along with the previously more
generous tariffs, many developers are now
scaling back early stage development
activity begging the question to those who
have not yet progressed a scheme - have
you missed the boat?
We do not think so. While the financial
incentives are pared back (for now), the
long term need to capture the energy value
in biomethane producing waste streams
grows ever clearer and a number of other
elements are coming together:
• First, the investment in the original
AD plants developed using tax reliefs
are being recycled as the minimum
investment periods for those tax
reliefs expire. This creates a handful
of long term capital providers who are
aggregating portfolios. Those providers

are experienced in managing such
assets, backed by operations and
management teams able to operate
multi-plant, geographically disperse
fleets of AD generators;
• Second, the thrust of policy interventions
to limit energy crops also, by contrast,
throws the commercial spotlight back
on to food and drink production waste
streams and how those can be better
developed for commercial advantage.
A common response to the economic
challenge of tariff cuts is to engineer
better feedstock economics through
greater use of waste. This aspect
dovetails with the impact of CSR and
other policies from large retailers/
distributors keen to manage the carbon
impact of their supply chains, something
evident in a different aspect in the
growing value of ‘green gas certificates’.

If you are interested in exploring how your business could benefit, either as a feedstock supplier or investor (or both)
please do get in touch with Bob Meier; bob.meier@pkf-francisclark.co.uk or your usual PKF Francis Clark contact.

Food waste and t he
plastic problem?
UK supermarkets and food companies issued a voluntary pledge back in April
2018 to cut plastic packaging, including an aspiration that by 2025 all plastic can
be reused, recycled or composted. Key to the proposed Government plan to
reduce the use of plastic, is investment in innovation, developing new, greener
products and to improve our ability to recycle existing ones and, as Coastal
Recycling Limited show in the case study on the following page, producing quality
products from recycled material that will have real market value.
Although it shouldn’t be forgotten that plastic is a really good way of transporting
fragile food, if there is a ban, do we risk increasing the amount of spoilt product?
In March 2018, the major supermarkets pledged to cut edible food waste by 20%
by 2025 - and measuring and publishing statistics on the waste that they produce
in the meantime. Tesco’s top 24 suppliers have signed up to do the same. As
89% of industry surplus comes further up the food chain, from producers and
manufacturers, it is crucial that there is focus here also. However, a number of
suppliers have pointed out that stringent supermarket demands on product
specifications are largely responsible for this over supply.
Other supermarket initiatives include selling ‘wonky veg’, sending food waste to
anaerobic digesters (looked at in more detail in the previous article) and pairing up
with organisations like FareShare to distribute unwanted food to those in need. In
2017 FareShare diverted food to almost 7,000 charities and community groups,
creating close to 30 million meals across the UK. Manufacturers have also been
using ‘waste’ food in their products including Hellman’s Tomato Ketchup which is
produced using ‘wonky’ tomatoes and Toast Ale which, since its launch in 2016,
has rescued 6,000kg of bread heading for the bin.
However, as has been highlighted by the Grocer magazine in their ongoing
campaign to reduce food waste, the pace that is being set is too slow to reach the
ambitious worldwide target of halving waste by 2030, the whole industry needs
to go further and faster. The target is put under more pressure by the EU who are
rumoured to be watering down their food waste targets, despite reports estimating
that 90 million tonnes of food is wasted across the EU every year.
There is no doubt that the direction of travel toward greener solutions will, and
should, continue - and those food producers and manufacturers who invest in
innovative technologies to overcome the problem will be supported, possibly even
in addition to the already generous Research & Development tax relief scheme
(explored more fully in previous editions of this newsletter) already in place and
available now.
We will, of course, keep an eye on further developments, but if you have any
queries regarding R&D tax relief, or indeed about any other matters affecting your
food and drink business, please get in touch with Nick Farrant;
nick.farrant@pkf-francisclark.co.uk or your usual PKF Francis Clark adviser.

case study
Focus on waste

Coastal Recycling Limited

A key objective of the European Strategy for Plastics is that
“all plastic packaging on the EU market will be recyclable by
2030” in the food chain and beyond. For PKF Francis Clark
client, Coastal Recycling, this objective and that of reducing
general waste lies at the very heart of their business.

Coastal’s Business Development Director, Richard Marsh,
sees the turning point of the businesses’ fortunes being after it
was acquired by the current board of directors some five years
ago. He said: “The company is now a full service recycling and
waste management business with the emphasis on recycling.
Waste exists but we look upon it as a resource. It’s a change
of emphasis, we are about recovering resources.”
The issue of plastics disposal remains high in the public
consciousness and Richard Marsh is sensitive to public
perceptions and changing attitudes, but is keen to
demonstrate that there are solutions.
“We like plastics. Plastics are one of the great inventions of the
20th century. Plastics, per se, are not a problem, it’s a matter
of how you dispose of them. If it’s discarded in the sea, into
rivers or left in the countryside, it’s a problem. If it’s managed
properly, it can be recycled - all plastics are recyclable. The
key is to get a quality plastic end product and to be able to
manage it.

“ Plastics, per se, are not a
problem, it ’s a mat ter of
how you dispose of t hem”

“Whilst the reduction of plastic in the market place makes an
awful lot of sense, at the same time we need to be looking
very carefully at how we recover plastic and then it wouldn’t
be as big an issue as it is.”
PKF Francis Clark Director, Neil Hitchings said: “Coastal is
a great regional success story who are growing because
of a clear vision about their aims and objectives and how
to achieve them. We are auditors to the group and provide
taxation, corporate finance as well as ad hoc VAT and
other advice including supporting the business with their
acquisitions.”
Richard Marsh concluded: “Our ability to sell around the world
depends entirely on the market conditions but the quality of
our end product is fundamental to our success. It must be of
the highest possible quality and that is the key message that
drives everything we do.”

Investing in plant and machinery t hat
doesn’ t cost t he eart h
You may be aware that a business can achieve
full tax relief on the first £200,000 per annum of
expenditure on qualifying plant and machinery.
These capital allowances are very useful, but
how can fast-growing food and drink businesses
invest in kit which benefits the environment whilst
keeping one eye on tax savings?
Much of the recent press attention
in the industry has been focused on
reducing unnecessary packaging and
reducing single-use plastics. However,
it is key not to forget other areas where
food and drink businesses can invest
in energy or water saving equipment
to reduce on-going costs, reduce
environmental impact and benefit from
tax relief.
If your business wishes to invest in
energy-saving equipment, or kit which
promotes sustainable water use, then
it may be possible to achieve 100%
tax relief in the year of expenditure.
This can provide significant cash flow
advantages or potentially a repayable
tax credit. These claims can be made
in addition to the £200,000 annual
investment allowance noted above.
Examples include:
Energy-saving plant or machinery
Combined heat and power, lighting,
pipework insulation, refrigeration,
motors and drives, etc.
Sustainable water use
 eters and monitoring equipment, flow
M
controllers, leakage detection, water
efficient taps, toilets and showers,
rain-water harvesting etc.
The ability to claim 100% tax relief is
also possible in other areas including
new low CO2 emission cars. Until 31
March 2018 the threshold was 75g/km,
but the bar has been lowered to 50g/km

for cars purchased
from 1 April 2018 by
companies (6 April for
unincorporated businesses).
This can include electric cars
or cars which have previously been
demonstration vehicles upon which
there could be a substantial discount.
As electric cars are seen as the
way forward, tax relief at 100% can
be obtained for the costs of plant
and machinery for charging electric
vehicles where the expenditure is
incurred by 31 March 2019.
Some start-up companies or those
investing heavily in capital spend may
question how useful losses are to
them when cash flow is key. Until 31
March 2018 companies had been able
to surrender losses due to first year
allowances and obtain a tax payable
credit at 19%. The ability to surrender
losses in this way is going to continue
from 1 April 2018, but the relief will be
set at two-thirds of the corporation
tax rate.
Qualifying capital expenditure incurred
on R&D, for the purposes of the trade,
can qualify for a 100% R&D allowance
(RDA). RDAs can often be claimed on
expenditure incurred on R&D facilities
(such as properties) or equipment
used to support R&D activities. This
is something one would expect your
current R&D adviser to be considering
as part of their review.

If you have any
queries with regards
to your capital
allowances position,
please do not hesitate
to get in touch with
Heather Britton;
heather.britton@pkffrancisclark.co.uk or
speak to your usual
PKF Francis Clark
adviser.
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VA T is t he front-runner
in H M RC’s plans for t he
rollout of Making Tax Dig ital
(M T D), wit h M T D for VA T
(M T DfV) reporting due to
commence in April 2019.
Dig ital reporting will apply
to all t he main taxes in
future t houg h, and is likely
to impact all UK taxpayers,
starting from April 2020.

HMRC has identified that part of the UK ‘tax gap’ approximately £4bn per year - is lost in simple VAT
mistakes alone and has stated that it expects MTDfV
to assist in reducing VAT lost as a result of businesses
failing to take reasonable care.
Although MTD represents a fundamental and
unprecedented change to the UK tax system, it also
represents a huge opportunity for UK businesses (of all
sizes) and taxpayers to modernise their record keeping
and start using real-time data to plan their businesses’
strategies.
MTDfV means that VAT registered businesses (those
with taxable turnovers in excess of £85,000 a year) will
need to submit their VAT returns digitally using MTDcompatible software. It also means businesses will need
to keep their records in a digital format which enables
information to be provided to HMRC directly from their
accounting system or via bridging software, through
interfaces which can also receive information from
HMRC.
This will apply to all VAT registered businesses regardless
of their stage of development and current accounting
systems:
• If you currently keep manual records, it would be
advisable to change to a digital accounting package
as early as possible, so that you have plenty of time to
get used to the new systems before the introduction
of MTDfV next year. Our Cloud Accounting team
CloudAccount.Enquiries@pkf-francisclark.co.uk is
working with clients to source the most appropriate
accounting packages to help them deal with the move
to digital reporting, and will be happy to help you with
this.
• If you currently keep your records on a spreadsheet,
that is ok, but you will need to have digital links,
through MTD-compatible software, from the
spreadsheet to HMRC.
• If you use an accounting package but prepare your
VAT return using a spreadsheet, from April 2019 the
accounting package and the spreadsheet will need to
be linked digitally.

You can also use more than one piece of software to
keep your digital records, but those separate software
programmes must be ‘digitally linked’.
The digital linking of your accounting software to other
submission software or to any spreadsheets used will be
a legal requirement, but HMRC has yet to provide a clear
definition of what exactly ‘digital linking’ means.
Under MTD you will need to keep digital records of
your sales, broken down by VAT liability (i.e. the value of
standard-rated, reduced-rate, zero rated, exempt and
outside-the-scope supplies). Currently, only a total of all
sales is required for your VAT return. You will also need
to retain additional information, such as details of all
adjustments for business entertainment, car leasing and
reverse charges on imported services, and summarise
your purchases broken down by VAT liability.
How you determine the output and input tax on
transactions is key to being MTDfV compliant. If you
already have a degree of automation, such as tax codes
set at customer location level or product level, these
should be verified and confirmed as being accurate.
If the VAT coding is set by a bookkeeper, or your
accounts staff, they will need periodic training and we
would advise undertaking sample checks as part of the
VAT return procedures. Over time we expect HMRC will
start to look for inconsistencies in data and raise queries
with the aim of collecting more tax.
If we usually submit your VAT return, we will continue
to be registered as your tax agent, and will be using
MTDfV compatible software. Businesses will be allowed
to record transactions in an accounting package or
spreadsheet and transmit their data by email or USB
stick to us - this therefore is typically relevant to smaller
and/or lower transaction volume businesses. We will
then import the data electronically into our accounting
software which is MTDfV compliant and will be used to
submit the figures to HMRC.

If you have any queries on MTDfV and the issues raised in this document, please get in touch with your usual PKF Francis Clark contact.
If you have any specific VAT queries please contact Mark Bishop; mark.bishop@pkf-francisclark.co.uk
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T he Moor Beer Company
In early 2015 we published a case study on PKF Francis Clark client The Moor Beer Company,
explaining how this ambitious and award-winning privately owned specialist brewery had relocated
from rural Somerset to a more business friendly industrial unit close to Temple Meads Station in Bristol.
Owners, Justin & Maryann Hawke, arrived
in Bristol with four fermentation tanks and
added a bottling line for their pioneering
unfined, hazy and hoppy beers. They
operated with seven employees, installed
a tap room, began to accumulate awards
and planned to double in size as soon as
they were able.
Their dedication to a brewing philosophy
that combines ethical and sustainable
methods produces the highest quality
of finished products. This is combined
with a determination to grow organically
and by constantly reinvesting profits
and carefully targeting their markets to
maintain brand value; the results have
been exceptional.
Last year the business marked its 10th
anniversary and Justin and Maryann had
a lot to celebrate. They now employ 20
staff, have tap room bars in both Bristol
and London, operate 14 fermentation
tanks which produced 6,000 hectolitres
last year (which will rise to 10,000
hectolitres over the next 12-18 months)
exporting 25% of production to 20

countries around the world. 2016 saw
production increase by 54% with a 74%
rise in turnover.
Replacing the bottling line with a canning
line was the big decision of 2015 but one
that has paid dividends.
Unlike bottles, cans don’t let in oxygen or
light; they are lighter and more efficiently
shaped, infinitely recyclable and better for
the environment; they cool down much
quicker than glass and, for marketing
purposes, have more space for branding
and communication. Moor Beer is now
the first brewery to have Campaign for
Real Ale (CAMRA) accreditation for cask,
keg, bottle and can and is also the only
producer to have CAMRA accreditation
for real ale in cans.
The business has now opened a second
site with 2000 sq ft of prime location on
the Bermondsey Beer Mile in London,
which acts as a distribution hub to bolster
the availability of its award-winning beers.
It also has a tap bar and a number of
barrel ageing projects set to produce
some premium beers for the future.

Success hasn’t gone unnoticed. In
addition to the innumerable product
awards enjoyed by Moor Beer, Justin
Hawke was named ‘Brewer of the Year
2017’ by the British Guild of Beer Writers.
Justin Hawke said: “We continue to gain
market share and grow but competition
is also growing. There are more and
more micro and craft breweries than ever
while the big breweries are looking to
add craft beers to their offering through
acquisition.”
Justin is fully aware it’s a challenging
market and that rapid growth amongst
the competition has usually been
kick started through crowd funding.
Moor Beer, however, is 100% family
owned, a limited company with just
two shareholders, Justin and his wife,
Maryann.
“There are no investors”, said Justin, “no
one to answer to, so we can take a much
longer term view of where we are going.
We can make quicker decisions but we
have to be prudent. We are constantly
reinvesting the profits that we make to

grow the business. Crowd funded
competitors may be able to grow more
quickly than us be but we are able to
grow more ethically and sustainably.

that niche market
alone so we need to
expand and broaden our
target markets.

“People can taste it in our beer because
we don’t have to compromise on
anything. We don’t follow trends like
many of the competition who rely
on social media to chase whatever
is today’s hype. We also don’t force
carbonate our beers allowing the
process to occur naturally. This gives
our competitors around a three week
production edge over us and has cost
us a lot in terms of investment but ours
is a natural product and that’s what sets
our beers apart.

“We have had offers from
major multiples which we could
accept at any time and jump to
the next level but it’s incredibly
low margin and would devalue the
brand so we stay away from that and
focus on quality organisations that we
want to work with.”

“We have enjoyed year on year growth
and plan to double in size again within
two years and then do it again. We
want to achieve this by sticking to
our principles and our dedication to
brewing naturally cloudy, naturally
conditioned beer that focusses on
innovation and quality.
“We sell direct to pubs, wholesalers
and larger groups of restaurants and
pubs. Previously we targeted highly
specialist beer outlets or beer retailers
but with increasing competition and
new artisan breweries, we can’t rely on

PKF Francis Clark advise the Moor
Beer Company on business strategy
as well as undertaking the company’s
accounts, business and personal
taxation and payroll. They have
previously helped with setting up a SelfInvested Personal Pension as a vehicle
for acquiring the Bristol premises, as
well as advising on grant applications
and each year on R&D Tax Credits.
PKF Francis Clark Partner, Nick Farrant
said: “The Moor Beer Company is a
true success story based on a clear
vision of what Justin and Maryann have
set out. They have witnessed year on
year growth and, given their abilities,
innovative products and awardwinning track record, there is no reason
why they should not continue to do so.”

Whet her its businesses are small or larg e,
internationally focussed or reg ionally sig nificant,
t he food and drink sector is of national importance
as well as being key to t he economy of t he
Sout h West. T he food supply chain employs four
million in t he U K and g enerates over £112bn of
value to t he economy each year (Food and Drink
Federation).

I

t is therefore unsurprising that food and drink features highly in the plans for the Local Enterprise
Partnerships (LEPs) and a number of these have implemented Food Enterprise Zones to facilitate growth.
In the South West alone, such Zones have been established at the Royal Bath and West showground in
Somerset, Food Works SW in North Somerset and Norton Barton Artisan Food Village in Cornwall. On the
other hand, in many other cases we have supported clients in mergers and acquisitions.
The importance of the food and drink sector, and the potential for further growth, was also reflected in the
allocation of Rural Development Programme for England Growth Programme grant monies to the region £14.1m allocated across the four LEPs.

However, with growth often comes an increased (financial and operational control) risk, which can manifest
itself in business failure. Therefore, it is understandable that there may be resistance for smaller and
micro-sized businesses to target growth.
So, what are the factors that can lead to a decision that ‘bigger is better’? There are three themes that we
have seen in the transactions we have worked on in the food and drink sector in the last 12 to 18 months.

1

Vertical integ ration can add marg in

.

A number of our food and drink manufacturers have expanded their own retail presence to add the retail
margin to their bottom line. This obviously needs to be carefully managed to ensure the existing relationships
with key wholesale customers is not compromised to the detriment of the business, and it has to be
acknowledged that retail and wholesale are different skill sets. In one case we assisted with a demerger of
retail operations from the wholesale to facilitate the differentiation. In this case, the demerger was financed
by equity raised through the crowd, bringing with it a number of ‘brand advocates’.

2

.

Investment in processes and people can be precursor to
succession or trade sale

Investing in mechanisation of processes and/or adding to the product range can often be a precursor to
moving from a ‘lifestyle business’ to a business of a scale that has, for example, a strong management team
with a diverse skill set. This can have a significant impact on price earnings multiple on an exit for a food
and drink business or indeed created a buyer in itself through a management team keen and competent to
undertake a management buy-out.

For any queries on grant or other funding for your business, or business projection preparation, please get in conta

Small is
beautiful .

Can bi g g er
be bet ter?

For retail and hospitality operations, similar objectives can be achieved by moving from a single site to a
multi-site operation. We have assisted clients who have done this in phases with an initial expansion through
Business Angel and/or debt (sometimes from the crowd/Peer 2 Peer sector) and then followed by a Private
Equity raise.

3

E xpansion and diversification of product rang e can
miti g ate ag ainst a number of operational risks

. 

A number of smaller food and drink businesses may find themselves in a position where they are exposed
to one or more of the operational risks: customer concentration, reliance on a key supplier and seasonality.
These risks can often be mitigated through expansion of production and/or adding products to their product
line. Whilst this can be achieved through organic expansion, it can also happen through acquisition of a
business undertaking the same or similar activities. Likewise, creating or acquiring a brand can often add
margin by moving, for example, from white label to a higher value proposition. Here we have assisted with
the sale of a brand being sold to a national player in their market; with the motive of acquisition being to add
to their portfolio a brand which they could sell at an increased margin.
Each of the factors above are sound drivers for growing your food and drink business, but I would suggest
that each decision is underpinned with robust projections; a comprehensive and scalable management
information system and management structure.

act with Richard Wadman; richard.wadman@pkf-francisclark.co.uk or your usual PKF Francis Clark adviser.

H ow we
can cater
for businesses
of all sizes

PKF Francis Clark works with businesses of all sizes, from
start-ups and sole traders to multi-national groups.
We can, working with our UK and International network
colleagues, support clients in these increasingly complex
times in the following areas:
• Brexit task-force and wider international services
• a
 udit and accountancy services: statutory audit,
accounts preparation and cloud/management accounting
• cyber security assurance and advisory services
• corporation tax compliance and advisory services
• VAT and duty compliance and advice
• employment tax, benefits and apprenticeship levy advice
• innovation and technology tax advice
• energy & sustainability advisory and fundraising
• c
 orporate finance: valuation, fundraising and transaction
advisory services
• property related tax and financial advisory services
• p
 ersonal and corporate financial, pensions, investments
and other planning services
We hope that you have found the articles of interest and
would be delighted to discuss these, and the sector in
general, with you.
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